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1 Issue description
Improper ordering of eQADC commands may lead to unexpected result swap
in result FIFO. As result FIFO does not contain any flag or other way how to
identify which results are read, it is needed to guarantee ordering of results is
the same as the ordering of commands.
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Possible result swap reasons are caused by eQADC architecture along with incorrect SW setup. As it is often not clear to users,
the following analysis has been prepared.
The document is related to all eQADC implementations excluding the MPC551x family, its eQADC implements only one
analog-to-digital converter (ADC0).
NOTE
Knowledge of the eQADC module is expected. Always consult with the latest reference manual for the given device.
NOTE
All figures are simplified, not showing complete ADC timing. They only have to highlight the described issue.

1.1 Swap caused by two-stage command buffers
One reason can be caused by a two-stage command buffer that is used with every ADCs (in the reference manual marked as

CBuffer0 and CBuffer1 - refer to “CFIFO Prioritization Logic” figure, find it in every device’s RM equipped with eQADC).

In case when one buffer is full and the second one is empty, buffered conversion may result in a swap of the result.
For example, there is the following command queue:
Table 1. Command queue
Ordinal number

Command

Command 1

CH1, ADC0

Command 2

CH2, ADC0

Command 3

CH3, ADC0

Command 4

CH4, ADC0

Command 5

CH5, ADC0

Command 6

CH6, ADC1

Command 7

CH7, ADC1

Table continues on the next page...
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Table 1. Command queue (continued)
Ordinal number

Command

Command 8

CH8, ADC1

Command 9

CH9, ADC1

Command 10

CH10, ADC1

The diagram below shows filling of eQADC command buffers and converted results stored in result FIFO. Beats given by ADC
clock lies on the X-axis. Result swap is highlighted.

Figure 1. RFIFOx filling – first use case

1.2 Swap caused by ADC0 priority in result buffer
The reference manual says:
“In general received data is moved into RFIFOs as they become available, while an exception happens when multiple results from
different sources become available at the same time. In that case, result data from ADC0 is processed first, result data from ADC1
is the only process after all ADC0 data is processed, and finally returned data from the companion module is processed (after all
data from ADC0/1 is processed).”
If the sequence is as follows, the resulting swap is present as well.
Table 2. Command queue
Ordinal number

Command

Command 1

CH0, ADC0

Command 2

CH1, ADC1

Command 3

CH2, ADC1

Command 4

CH3, ADC0

Command 5

CH0, ADC0

Table continues on the next page...
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Table 2. Command queue (continued)
Ordinal number

Command

Command 6

CH1, ADC1

Command 7

CH2, ADC1

Command 8

CH3, ADC0

Figure 2. RFIFOx filling – second use case

1.3 Swap caused by ABORTing of command in a queue execution
Improper use of the ABORT feature may cause shuffling the results out of the expected order.
In the example configuration below, let us consider ABORT feature is enabled for CBuffer0 (EQADC_MCR[ICEA0] = 1). Triggering
of command queue causes abortion of currently executed conversion by ADC0 and these commands are executed after finishing
of CFIFO0 execution.
Table 3. Command queue
Ordinal number

Command

Command 1

CH0, ADC0

Command 2

CH1, ADC1

Command 3

CH2, ADC0

Command 4

CH3, ADC1

Command 5

CH4, ADC0

Command 6

CH5, ADC1

Command 7

CH6, ADC0

Command 8

CH7, ADC1
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Figure 3. RFIFOx filling – third use case

1.4 Swap caused by ERR005086
On certain devices, there is ERR005086 (or e5086). Its indirect implication maybe result in “swap”.The commas as in are not
actually swap, but it may look like this in certain configurations.
Errata wording is following:
e5086: eQADC: unexpected result may be pushed when Immediate Conversion Command is enabled
Description:
In the enhanced Queued Analog to Digital Converter (eQADC), when the Immediate Conversion Command is enabled (ICEAn=1)
in the eQADC_MCR (Module Configuration Register), if a conversion from Command First-In-First Out (CFIFO0, conv0) is
requested concurrently with the end-of conversion from another, lower priority conversion (convx), the result of the convx may be
lost or duplicated causing an unexpected number of results in the FIFO (too few or too many).
Workarounds:
1) Do not use the abort feature (ICEAn=0).
2) Arrange the timing of the CFIFO0 trigger such that it does not assert the trigger at the end of another, lower priority conversion.
3) Detect the extra or missing conversion result by checking the EQADC_CFTCRx (EQADC CFIFO Transfer Counter Register x).
This register records how many commands were issued, so it can be used to check that the expected number of results have
been received.

2 Possible solutions
1) Use two command queues and two results queues (therefore two different return tags).
2) Use one command queue and two results queues by using two different return tags.
3) If forced to use one results queue, add three dummy conversions with null return tags to keep ADC1 busy until ADC0 returns the
last result.
4) Keep regular alternating of commands assigned to ADC0 and ADC1 (The ABORT feature must be disabled).
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5) Use ABORT functionality with caution.

3 Revision history
Table 4. Revision history
Revision number

Date

Substantive changes

0

02 December 2021

Initial release
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